
 

I'm, I’m 12 years Old, i was born in Douar………., which is far from Asni of 10 Km  

I belong to a small family, which consists of my father working in a factory salt, in Marigha, my 

mother and my sister who follows her studies in CE5.  

 

My impressions before joining the house: 

Directly, after having finished my study in primary school, I had a great fear whenever I think 

of students that I will join enrolled House, far from my parents and my family, and living with 

other different mentalities & various people, and I always think of the more negative things 

than positives and especially that I will live away from my family because I’m still young and 

that I will count on me in my everyday life.; But my main goal is to continue my studies. 

 

My impressions on the house: 

I was very impressed to join "Dar Asni for students" because I change my mentality before 

coming, I was able to discover a small family composed of 10 girls have roughly the same age and 

have the same education level, even their different origins, we all agreed very well and it was 

thanks Miss Latifa who could help us to communicate and integrate easily through its advice and 

recommendations of each day.   

this house is totally different to mine, there are all means to succeed like internet room, great 

room studies, various bedrooms, comfortable beds, many bathrooms and toilettes, two beautiful 

Chimneys, beautiful tables etc... + Personally, I think we do not live in a house, but rather to a 

large villa, with girls as sisters, we love, respect and help each other. 

I feel I will reach a great success in my study and it is due to during evening reinforcements 

that we were doing with Miss Latifa in all subjects, and this is the case with other girls.  
 

My future Impressions, after the departure from home 

Thanks to these resources given by the association,  I hope to finish my studies so as I can 

participate, me too, in such projects, and so I could be an efficient member for help, especially, 

all girls of the companion to access to schools, and I also, hope that children, everywhere, will 

have the same opportunity that I have  

 

How the other girls look to us? 

They said that we are lucky girls because we have an opportunity to access school trough this 

association, everyone in the school takes care of us, and most importantly, Mr Morris, who takes 

us like his daughters, he takes care of any detail of our life in the school, we are really lucky to 

live this experience with such an association. 

 

 

 


